An Alternative Holy Week

Nigel Morgan has long wanted to experience Holy Week with a Benedictine
community. In March 2005 he did just that. He was a guest with the
contemplative order of the Sisters of Consolation at Stanbrook Abbey in
Worcester from Holy Monday until Easter Day.

It's 5.0am when I hear the Night Warden of St Mary's Retreat House quietly
make her way downstairs to the Abbey for Matins. St Benedict's Great Silence is
about to end and for the next 14 hours a community of extraordinary people will
maintain an unswerving sequence of prayer and work. An hour later I am sitting
in the Extern Chapel with the only other guest who has arrived so far. Karen is
Danish and last visited Stanbrook in 1951; she stayed for a year as a postulant
before returning to Copenhagen to teach. I couldn’t cope with the long nights she
says.
The twenty sisters and one novice will sing all 150 psalms during the next seven
days. In the early hours the psalm tone is a single note. The words flow into one
another and the acoustics of Pugin's chapel play tricks with the ears. Voices
break into quarter and eighth tone clusters that reform themselves miraculously
at the end of phrases. At Matins and Lauds the psalms with their occasional
antiphons are all in English. Karen struggles to find where we are. I know this in
Latin she says in her flawless English.
There's just time for a cup of tea back at the retreat house before Lauds. It is now
light and there's just the two of us again. After the opening sentences a hymn
breaks into the air like flight of birds. The psalms, nine of them, now adopt a
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more complex sequence of tones. There is a reading: a disembodied voice that I
come to wonder at reads so distinctly that I know I shall never read out loud
again without reference to its character and its grain. It is only at the Easter Vigil I
see this sister read when she comes to the lectern by the high altar. She is tall
and anonymous, but she has a speaking voice of a Queen from another age.
Mass comes next at 8.45am. There are now a few more people in the side
chapel from which you can just see the community enter, but that's all. There is a
priest to say Mass, to give a short homily. It's all very succinct and purposeful. By
Thursday this Mass will disappear from the Morning Office and be replaced by
the special services associated with the Triduum, the three-day festival that is the
culmination of Holy Week and for which a houseful of guests will soon appear to
celebrate.

Karen and I take our breakfast together. The retreat house lost its cook last year
and is now self-catering. We don't mind. There's a well-stocked kitchen with all
the basics. Suddenly food begins to taste afresh. I'm not thinking about the usual
tasks of the day and getting to my desk to write. I'm thinking about the apple I am
eating, the quality of light in the courtyard outside, the silence . . .
There's a serious library for guests to get stuck into. Everything from the latest
novel, travel book and philosophical tract to a cornucopia of first editions left by
grateful (or forgetful) guests over the last 100 years. There is all the theological
reference one could possibly require, studies in the spirituality of all the major
religions; the I-Ching sits beside God on the Web.
I don't know where to begin; I brought with me my Rule of St Benedict and
thought that would be sufficient. The temptation is too great. I see Perseus in the
Wind by Freya Stark, G.K.Chesterton's St Francis of Assisi (I discovered recently
Chesterton was a major influence on media analyst Marshal McLuhan), the Tao
Te Ching and Frank Morrison’s Who Moved the Stone - a book I remember
reading and puzzling over as a teenager. I gather them up and head upstairs
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where I have promised myself I will write to all those people I have ignored since
Christmas.

I write to my daughter Megan-Ruth. I try to explain just what I'm doing here and
what it is like. I struggle. I don't know how to communicate all this to an eight year
old. So I tell her about Brittany the Abbey cat, the habits nuns wear, how they are
able to help people they have never seen or even spoken too, how prayer is
serious work.
The retreat warden is an artist with a camera and a paintbrush. Her cards are for
sale in the entrance hall. They contain the world of her home: the trees in the
gardens, the skies arching across the Severn flood plain to the Malvern Hills, the
flowers, a gate, an old wall, light on leaves. She finds it difficult to believe I like
her ‘efforts’. They are like jewels of the simplest stone fashioned with joy. We talk
about Lao Tzu, creativity, digital cameras, improvising on the piano, cooking, and
St Benedict. The phone rings in her office – don’t go she says. She has so much
to share and a willing listener – but I go and walk to Great Malvern fearing I have
already said too much.
This is Elgar country, but not what Ken Russell showed us – all that bowling
along in an open car amongst the Malvern Hills. It’s flat, but with this distant line
of hills he loved to walk on. My grandfather knew him - a shy and difficult
character apparently - when he administered the Three Choirs Festivals that
helped establish Edward Elgar, this Catholic nobody from the sticks, with his
Dream of Gerontius and later The Apostles.
I’m back for the Midday Office. I’m hot and tired from an 8-mile walk and the lack
of exercise during Lent. This afternoon I’m tempted to sleep but I read and write
more letters. Later I walk across the fields to the River Severn just a mile away.
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Vespers at 6.0pm is the only remaining service in Latin. Karen has booked a
tutorial with Sister Hilda to help us through the labyrinth of psalms and antiphons.
It all seems so easy when she explains it, and with such authority and purpose,
no dumbing down here. The sound and flow of the service is so different in Latin.
There is so much to take in. We Anglicans reckon three psalms at Evensong a
trial, particularly when the words are so indistinct. Now there are nine to deal with
and there’s a deliberation and intent in their chant that blots out everything else.
This is what I came to discover, something I had been told of but had not
experienced for myself: that the psalms ‘are’ the root and branch of all prayer.
Vespers end with the Vexilla Regis , surely one of the greatest of all the Easter
hymns.
There’s reasonable time for tea before Compline at 8.15pm. Karen and I sit in the
kitchen and get to know one another. We share food: my grapefruit, her ‘fantasy’
cake. We talk about books, her studies of theology, my various children, her
cottage in the woods near the North Sea, the Maundy service at Wakefield, her
son and grand-daughter in Copenhagen.
At Compline the only light appears to be in the Extern Chapel. The community in
darkness, the psalms return to the monotonic delivery of Matins. The reader’s
voice speaks words from St Augustine. Suddenly it is over and the sisters
disappear variously into the darkness of the Abbey with a rustle of habits. The
Great Silence begins.
And so on through Holy Week. Karen and I go to Great Malvern on Thursday and
walk up to the Beacon. We have no hills in Denmark she says. I hope I can walk
so purposefully when I am seventy-five. The blackbirds in the purple-tinged
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alders sing in the bright sunshine. We meet two English setters near the top.
They go up every day their elderly owner says. From the summit we can see into
Wales, Worcester Cathedral, the fruit-growing region in the Vale of Evesham. I
like to think the sisters at Stanbrook come up here in their dreams.

At the Mass of the Lord’s Supper Sr. Margaret plays Messiaen’s Le Banquet
Celeste. She performs it at twice the speed its teenage composer imagined and
with the starkest of registrations; she makes it the preface to this Mass and it
builds and builds until it seems to fuse with everything we have experienced so
far this Holy Week. It is totally right; it is the first time the organ has sounded in
four days. The Gloria is sung with relief after five weeks silence - to the magically
chaotic accompaniment of the Abbey’s carillon – and we are in 17C Flanders
where this contemplative order was founded. In his sermon the priest says Lent
teaches us to listen, as St Benedict exhorts us to do at the very beginning of his
Rule.
The Extern Chapel is now full and the kitchen at teatime is the same. The
remaining guests have arrived: a physician and mediaeval scholar from Toronto,
a poet from Leicester, a Methodist from Bromsgrove, a violin-playing doctor from
Evesham, people who come here every year for the Triduum and most know all
the ropes and all the sisters. Karen and I retire to the library. She to Philip
Pullman, I to Freya Stark.
At 3.0pm on Good Friday the Solemn Liturgy begins. The Chapel is packed with
visitors from all over Worcester; a good catholic family with four children under
four, their parents and grandparents keeping the children occupied as the priest
does the Good Friday business. Karen and I have rehearsed the Reproaches
and lead the other guests. Compline is preceded by a long reading ‘from an
ancient text’. Everything suddenly seems very bleak and cold. The serious
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guests continue ‘the watch’ before the pietà in the Chapel of the Holy Thorn.
On Holy Saturday we begin to get prepared for the Easter Vigil. I’m persuaded to
hold a rehearsal in the library on the Responses proper to the sequence of
readings that are the body of the Easter Vigil service. The Warden is busy
preparing Sunday lunch for 15, which she will cook single-handed – so I am
useful even though my knowledge of plainchant is more academic than practical.
There are only four services today, and no Mass. The guests enjoy the spring
sunshine; visit friends and local ‘interesting’ houses and gardens. I mean to read
and write letters but find myself in the library with Anne who reassures me that
even as an Anglican I am in the right place. We talk about my latest ‘project’: to
create a choral work celebrating old age that I’m calling The Fire that is in Me
Now. She produces some revelatory observations for which I know I will be most
grateful: the extraordinary greed and selfishness of the old is her theme. She is
still a seriously slim schoolgirl in her sixties, a well-traveled interpreter of people
and institutions. Stanbrook is her luxury, her quiet time, time to be truly herself
and to give her husband space.

I should go to bed early. Vespers seem strange at 5.0pm. Everyone else has
retired by 9.0pm except Karen and I who sit under the only decent lamp in the
library, talk and look at her photo collection on her mobile phone. After she
admits defeat at 11.0pm (otherwise I will talk all night) I sit up until 1.0am reading
seriously, worried a little that I won’t wake up at 4.0pm (minus an hour for the
change to British Summertime). In the end I doze for an hour or two and at
3.45pm descend to the kitchen to find the stalwarts drinking tea. It is damp, cold
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and very dark.
The chapel is full, visitors and guests; we wait for the signal to process inside and
through the Abbey to the garden that contains the remains of past religious. As
the clock strikes a veritable bonfire of a fire explodes and The Light of Christ is
announced. Our candles lit we move back to the chapel. We surround the altar
with our lights; the singing of the Exultet then passionate as though from another
place and time. Now, I daren’t think of it too closely – the memory precious and
fragile. Then the guests alternate with the sisters to read those seven essential
texts that bring the Old Testament alongside the New. Suddenly everything is
light and sonorous. Easter is here. Christ has truly risen! He is risen indeed,
Alleluia! We return to the retreat house for hot cross buns and coffee. Easter
Mass at 11.30am is a family affair, a sense of relief in the air that ‘we’ve made it’.
The guests meet for lunch. The Warden sister proudly presides over a stunning
meal and uncorks the wine with vigor. She tells some lively jokes over lunch –
Dawn French look out!
An hour later I am on the train home amidst the noise and clutter of another
reality. Listen carefully, my son, to the father’s instructions, and attend to his
words with the ear of your heart. The Rule speaks in its measured voice. Have I
listened with attention this Holy Week?
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